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The Novolence® shower head ensures a maximum of comfort and a 
minimum of water consumption while having a shower. The innova-
tive, patented 3-hole-nozzle made it possible to achieve a complete-
ly new level of performance regarding shower comfort and water jet 
characteristics.

The Novolence® shower head has three accurately calculated orifi ce out-
lets. That makes the »Novolence Shower Head« insensitive against lime-
scale and blockage. This construction ensures that the water jet is mixed 
with much oxygen, also at low pressure, and makes the jet very comfortable 
and smooth so that the user will not recognize a diff erence to an ordinary 
shower head.

Moreover, fl ow rate and shower pattern can be adjusted according to your 
personal preference by changing the turbulence and punched disc (2, 3, 4 
or 12 holes as required).

Strong turbulence water jet
G1/2 connection - fi ts any usual shower hose
Punched disc protects against limescale
Saves up to 65% water and energy
No maintenance necessary

Novolence®

water-saving hand shower

Spray pattern:
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   Technical specifi cations:
 scope of
 delivery 

1x gasket 19 x 13 x 2 mm EPDM 
1x gasket 18,5 x 12 x 1,5 mm 
fi ber composite

 tests &
 standards 

complies with the requirements of 
TrinkwV

 materials handle, mouthpiece: ABS, (optionally 
chrome-plated)
tapered insert, punched disc: POM

 total
 length

approx. 210 mm

 weight white: approx. 125g
chrome: approx. 131g

 guarantee 2 years

Spare parts:
model item

T652 tapered insert 4,8 mm 

T653 tapered insert 3,6 mm

T654 punched disc 3-hole 2,9 mm

T655 punched disc 12-hole 1,5 mm

T657 punched disc 2-hole 2,5 mm

T695 decor ring anthrazit (RAL 7016)

T658 punched disc 4-hole 2,0 mm

T691 decor ring blue (RAL 5017)

T692 decor ring grey (RAL 7037)

T694 decor ring green (RAL 6024)

T690 decor ring red (RAL 3020)

model tapered insert disc (number of holes) fl ow volume

201x big 3 12 l/min

202x small 3 7,8 l/min

203x big 12 11,6 l/min

204x small 2 6,6 l/min

206x big 4 9,5 l/min

Novolence®

water-saving hand shower

Flow volume:

The Novolence® shower head is available in diff erent versions concerning the fl ow volume. The 
water jet and fl ow volume are infl uenced by varying the punched disc and turbulence insert.

Colors:

The Novolence® shower head is available in white 
(RAL 9010) and chrome. On minimum orders of 
5.000 pcs. the Novolence® shower head can be 
delivered in other RAL colors, matt chrome and 
matt gold.

Number “x” in the left-hand list must be replaced by 
one of the numbers below, which each stand for a color.

x = 0 = white
x = 5 = chrome-plated

mouthpiece

punched disc

decor ring

tapered insert

handle

Dimensions:

210 mm

60 mm


